
Chapter 13

What Salamander Biologists Have Taught Us

About Evo-devo

James R. Griesemer

Isolated cases lack the impact that arises when one must
confront the often conflicting lines of evidence that arise from
a long-term focus on the evolution of a diverse monophyletic
taxon (Wake 1991, 544).

Taxon-based research in evolution permits. . .a
multidimensional approach. . .with lessons learned from
research on salamanders. The clade is widespread and
diverse, yet sufficiently small that one can keep all of the
species in mind. This facilitates research from diverse
perspectives. . . (Wake 2009, 333).

13.1 Introduction: Evolutionary Morphology, Model Taxa,

and the Evo-devo “Juncture”

The 30th anniversary of the 1981 Dahlem conference on Evolution and Development

(Bonner 1982) presents an opportunity to assess the role of various kinds of

approaches to problems, practices, and principles of interdisciplinary research as

they contributed to patterns of conceptual change in different biological specialties

over the second half of the twentieth century. Specifically, the integration (Hall

2000), extended synthesis (Pigliucci and Müller 2010), or “juncture” (Gerson 2007,

Gerson, Chap. 20, this volume) of evolutionary and developmental biology—“Evo-

devo,” “Devo-evo,” or “evolutionary developmental biology”—had roots in several

specialties, including: molecular approaches to developmental biology, genetics, and

systematics; functional, developmental and evolutionary morphology; paleontology;

and, population and quantitative genetics approaches to the evolutionary synthesis.

Many biological specialties in the post-war period were transformed by

“molecularization”—the advent, introduction, use, and spread of molecular data,

results, and methods in the first half of the twentieth century (Kay 1993) into other,

previously non-molecular specialties in the second half of the twentieth century
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(e.g., Dietrich 1998). The interdisciplinary or intersectional practice of Evo-devo

drew substantial impetus from the rise of molecular developmental biology follow-

ing the working out of the structure of DNA and the genetic code in the 1950s and

1960s, and empirical and theoretical inroads made on the molecular biology of gene

expression in the 1970s and 1980s. Moreover, the molecularization of many

biological specialties in this period also saw a broad shift toward reliance on

“model organisms” (Ankeny 2001, 2007, 2010; Ankeny and Leonelli 2011; Bolker

1995; Burian 1993; Clause 1993; Hanken 1993; Hedges 2003; Kellogg and Shaffer

1993; Leonelli 2007; NIH 2011; Rader 2004). These became the primary material

basis of the laboratory systems involved in much, but not all, of the research

contributing to Evo-devo by the end of the century.

These milestones in molecular biology suggested progress toward a broad

conception of the nature and function of “developmental genes” and gene regula-

tory networks and their significance for evolutionary and developmental biology

(e.g. Davidson 1982, 2001; Gerhart and Kirschner 1997). An equally important

resource, however, for the broad array of specialties pertinent to Evo-devo was the

molecularization and standardization of phylogenetic systematics (Hull 1988;

Haber 2005) and the molecularization of evolutionary and population genetics

through the introduction of theories and methods for studying evolution at the

molecular level (Dietrich 1998). The use of molecular characters in phylogeny

reconstruction was pivotal for the investigation of morphological problems of

Evo-devo since it provided a means for constructing phylogenies independent of

the morphological characters under investigation. Theories and methods of molec-

ular evolution were likewise important for reshaping investigation of evolutionary

processes, especially for priming consideration of non-adaptive explanations of

molecular and morphological character evolution, which was crucial to loosening

the restrictive presuppositions of pan-adaptationist thinking.

In this essay, I discuss the “taxon-based” research program of David Wake, an

evolutionary morphologist involved in the emergence of Evo-devo and

co-organizer of the 1981 Dahlem conference. I show that historical and philosoph-

ical studies of Wake’s 50-year investigation of the salamanders (Order Caudata)

reveal a sustained effort to demonstrate the continuing value of taxon-centered

research as opposed to or distinct from model organism research, which also was

able to take advantage of progress due to molecularization. AlthoughWake focused

on the “organismal” level, he was an early adopter of molecular data for phyloge-

netic analysis of the evolution of evolutionary novelties, homoplasy and speciation

(see also Sunderland 2012, in preparation). Thus, the move to molecular levels of

analysis is not exclusive to the broad concentration of biological research in the

twentieth century on model organisms. Wake developed a distinctive practice of

generalizing or extrapolating “lessons” as well as results from his taxon-focused

research on salamanders. I will characterize some of Wake’s contributions to the

emergence and conceptual development of Evo-devo in terms of lessons learned

from his use of the salamanders as a “model taxon.” Model taxa are intended to be

monophyletic clades in which the whole clade constitutes the model, in contrast to

model or experimental organisms, which are species used as models. Wake’s
primary model taxon is the monophyletic family of lungless salamanders, the

Plethodontidae, and a monophyletic genus within the plethodontids, Bolitoglossa.
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A key contribution to Evo-devo from Wake’s research program was stimulating

conceptual change in the status of the phenomenon and concept of homoplasy—

similarity due to convergent, parallel or reverse evolution rather than due to descent

from common ancestors (Wake 1991; see Wake, Chap. 5, this volume). Wake’s
work helped transform homoplasy from a “problem” (difficulty) for phylogenetic

analysis to an “interesting question” (Wake et al. 2011, 1032; cf. Wake 1996; Wray

1996) for integrative research in Evo-devo and evolutionary biology, to a concep-

tual tool for comparative evolutionary studies (Wake 2009; Griesemer 2013).1

Wake champions integrative research in Evo-devo using molecular and morpho-

logical studies of mechanisms through which organism phenotypes develop and

function. Such studies are used to inform comparative work on the evolution of

form through the study of patterns of similarity across species of a clade, as well as

investigation of causal mechanisms underlying form. Comparative work requires

more than one species and, for Wake, clades are important units of investigation.

Clades, like particular species, can serve as models when empirical results or

methodological lessons about inference procedures gained from their study can

be, and are intended to be, generalized or exported.

Evolutionary research requires the study of variation. Unlike population biology,

which mainly studies variation within species or co-variation between populations

and their environments, evolutionary morphology follows Darwin’s comparative

methods, using variation among species as a means to inferring processes that

might have led to the evolution of varying forms within and among lineages.2

Research on the evolution of form requires study of forms (how parts articulate to

constitute an organization), functions (how organized parts work), and development

(how parts are made and put together to create functional organization).

A core contribution of developmental genetics to Evo-devo is the mechanistic

details of how a genomic “toolkit” for the development of form, widely shared

across species, can be deployed (“expressed”) in varying circumstances (species

and environments) to make “endless forms” (e.g., Carroll 2005). In contrast,

evolutionary morphology works out mechanistic details of how varying kinds of

organizations of phenotypic parts can serve similar functions in diverse contexts or

diverse functions by similar means. Examples from Wake’s research include direct
vs. larval development; feeding with a projectile vs. protusible tongue; terrestrial or

arboreal locomotion with various morphologies of hands and feet (webbing,

1 There is a terminological obstacle to discussing conceptual change in scientific “problems.” A

problem can be something that poses a methodological or inferential difficulty or roadblock to the

conduct of research. But a problem is also routinely described as a research or pedagogical

question to be answered. Much of the philosophical and historical literature on scientific practice

uses the term ‘problem’ to mean the latter—a research problem to be solved (e.g., Kuhn 1970;

Laudan 1977). Wake et al. (2011) talk about “problems” in the former sense of methodological or

inferential difficulty and use “question” to mean the latter sense. Here, I will use the term

‘difficulty’ to mean a “problem” of the former sort and use ‘problem’ to mean a research question.
2 Comparative morphology extends back as far as the ancient Greeks, but comparative methods

and problems prior to the mid-nineteenth century are far beyond the scope of this essay.
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mesopodial structures), and reproduction in adult vs. larval form (achieved by

paedomorphic development) (see also Griesemer 2013).

Developmental genetics works “outward” from a basis in the mechanistic study

of a select few experimental or “model organisms” by generalization and applica-

tion to a wider variety of taxa. Evolutionary morphology works “inward” from a

basis in the comparative study of a wide variety of taxa to a select few morpho-

logical, developmental, or functional principles and patterns, discovered by com-

parative, mechanical, functional, and experimental analysis (Wake 1982, 605).

Together, the contributions of these and other specialties to the Evo-devo juncture

show that an adequate picture of the joint operation of development and evolution

requires a nuanced understanding of mechanisms at many articulated hierarchical

levels of similarity and difference, and historically contingent processes of evolu-

tion also operating at a hierarchy of levels.

The concept of a model taxon introduced here expands discussion of model

systems beyond model or experimental organisms (see Ankeny and Leonelli 2011)

in the conduct of modern biological research. I argue that model taxa, as well as

model organisms and other kinds of experimental systems, played their part in the

historical emergence of Evo-devo as a “juncture” of biological research specialties.

A juncture is characterized by a “joint (and competitive) attack on a common

problem” (Gerson 2007, 451; Chap. 20, this volume), not necessarily involving

either a shared approach or synthetic theory. Evo-devo is aptly characterized as

such a juncture: several specialties contribute to attacking common problems

jointly, but a greater measure of autonomy of approach, goals, and methods (and,

somewhat less institutional entrenchment), is evident than would be the case in the

successful emergence of a new “discipline.” Wake et al. (1991) identified key

elements of this juncture in “the possibilities for new synergisms, of the heuristic

value of interdisciplinary interaction, and of the opportunities of an expanded

evolutionary and developmental synthesis that excite the imagination” (583).

They noted that discussants at their workshop reached no consensus on whether

“the reciprocity between disciplines that interests both evolutionists and

developmentalists,” which “raises the possibility of new kinds of interaction that

might substantively benefit both fields” (1991, 582), would lead to a new discipline

or only to an exchange across the borders of their specialties. The authors of the

report (led by Wake) sensed more than a temporary intersection of interests, noting

that “This new discipline is emerging at the confluence of three traditional areas of

study: development, evolution, and phylogenetics.” They concluded that, “without

doubt, a new field has arisen. This new area of investigation is synthetic, incorpo-

rative and integrative” (1991, 583).

The conceptual expansion of the category of model systems to include model

taxa reinforces the finding that the historical emergence of Evo-devo involved

something more like juncture formation than consensus around a revolutionary or

synthetic theory or consolidation of practices. Evo-devo is more than a specialized

offshoot of molecular developmental biology with its discoveries of “developmen-

tal genes” widely distributed among animal species. It was significantly shaped and

influenced by evolutionary morphologists such as Wake and his students (Love
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2003, 2006, 2008; Love and Raff 2003; Olsson et al. 2006; Raff and Love 2004),

and involves a number of other specialties, notably phylogenetic systematics

(as claimed in Wake et al. 1991).

The clade composed of salamanders has properties that suit it as a “platform” for

research on a wide variety of research problems and not just as material that

displays some one phenomenon of interest to an exemplary degree or as a proxy

for some other target of interest, such as a human disease. Wake touts the virtues of

salamanders as a research subject in terms analogous to those used to describe

virtues of model organisms.

The clade is widespread and diverse, yet sufficiently small that one can keep all of the

species in mind. This facilitates research from diverse perspectives: systematics and

phylogenetics, morphology, development, ecology, neurobiology, behavior, and physiol-

ogy. (Wake 2009, 333)

On the other hand, instead of ease of breeding and husbandry of live animals in the

lab, we have as virtues extensive collections and effective curation of many dead

specimens in different museums with institutions for loaning, sharing, and com-

municating about specimens (Sunderland 2012, 2013). Instead of a small number of

cells or chromosomes to manage the combinatorial complexity of phenomena under

investigation, a small number of species is the important virtue. Instead of fast

generation time, a relatively long evolutionary history (for vertebrates), affording

much species-level diversity, is virtuous.3 The potential of salamanders to serve as a

platform comparable to contemporary model organisms is limited, however,

because it is tied to collections of preserved specimens (Sunderland 2012), and

therefore less portable/repeatable/sharable than highly mobile and easily distributed

standardized strains of fast-breeding model organisms supported by a national or

global infrastructure of stock centers, husbandry protocols, and biological supply

companies. Salamanders do display an interesting suite of cellular traits that

contrast with those of typical model organisms, making them interesting models

for a variety of morphological, developmental and evolutionary purposes (see

below).

Historical change in the conceptual status of homoplasy from a difficulty (for

phylogenetics) to a research problem and conceptual tool (for evolutionary biology

and Evo-devo) reveals distinctive features of Wake’s use of the salamanders (Order

Caudata) generally, but particularly some of its subgroups (family Plethodontidae

and super-genus Bolitoglossa) as model taxa. Homoplasy is a phenomenon

manifested in relations of similarity among species; i.e., it is a property of clades,

not individual species. Model organisms (i.e., species) per se cannot display

homoplasy, nor can model-organism research focused on individual species and

lacking specified comparative contexts investigate the phenomenon. The problem

and concept of homoplasy, like homology, is inherently comparative.

3 In the case of salamanders, however, the diversity is ecological-functional despite a rather

broadly “generalized” vertebrate morphology. Indeed, there are few morphological characters to

distinguish subclades due to rampant homoplasy (Wake 1993).
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Over the course of Wake’s career working with salamanders as a model platform

for a wide variety of research questions in comparative anatomy, functional and

evolutionary morphology, systematics, ecology, evolution, Evo-devo, and conser-

vation biology, it became clear that in salamanders, and especially plethodontid

salamanders, the phenomenon of homoplasy is “rampant” (Wake 2009, 335). As a

consequence, the clade could serve as a model in the traditional sense of displaying

a property or phenomenon of interest to an exemplary degree. The extent to which

Wake argued for integrative approaches to such phenomena, drawing on multiple

specialties, suggests that the salamanders could also be used to address a wide

variety of research problems, and thus serve as a platform, albeit subject to

limitations atypical for familiar model organisms.

The development of a variety of new tools, methods, practices, and infrastruc-

ture in several disciplines in the second half of the twentieth century facilitated the

conceptual development and articulation of the “lessons” Wake exported, particu-

larly to Evo-devo.4 Although the lessons explored here concern “inference rules”

learned from evolutionary morphology studies of salamanders, their potential to

block routine inferences in other specialties, and applied as well to multi-

disciplinary, integrative work in evolutionary biology and Evo-devo, new tools

and methods from other specialties were also integral to the lessons learned about

salamanders. New phylogenetic practices, such as computer-based cladistic infer-

ence using parsimony or other inference methods on molecular as well as morpho-

logical data, were critical to Wake’s generalizations and played a significant role in
the rise of Evo-devo more broadly. Phylogenetics has been as important to

Evo-devo as developmental genetics in framing concepts and inference rules, if

not in supplying the data, at work in the juncture. Newmethods of sequencing genes

and informatics representations of genetic information in databases, along with

their application to studies of gene regulation in development, provided new tools,

concepts and methods that served Wake’s integrative approach to the problem of

homoplasy enriching it as a contribution to the conceptual development of

Evo-devo.

Interpreting Wake’s “taxon-focused” research program (Wake 2009) in terms of

the conceptual development and use of salamanders as a model taxon helps display

the remarkable consistency with which Wake has shown that salamanders can serve

as a platform for a wealth of research problems as diverse as for any model

organism. Moreover, salamanders have methodological, strategic, and inferential

lessons to teach evolutionary and Evo-devo biologists in addition to contributing

empirical results from a “generalized vertebrate” group to our understanding of a

clade (vertebrates) to which both salamanders and humans belong. The fact that the

salamander platform has not spread as widely as have some other models is

explicable, but not pertinent to its status as a platform for a model system, either

as exemplary of a phenomenon or as a platform for a research system.

4 See Gerson (2007) on the role of developments in research technology in the emergence of

Evo-devo.
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13.2 Wake’s Taxon-Focused Research Program

in Evolutionary Morphology

David B. Wake earned his MS (1960) and PhD (1964) from the University of

Southern California. He was an instructor and assistant professor of Anatomy at the

University of Chicago (1964–1969), thereafter moving to the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley in 1969 as an associate professor of Zoology and Associate Curator

in the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology. He became Director of the Museum in 1971

and Professor of Zoology in 1973, serving in those capacities until his retirement in

1998. He has been very active in research since retirement, continuing to add to a

list of more than 385 publications as of 2012 (Wake n.d.).

Wake was trained as a comparative morphologist and systematist, but one who

relied on evidence from development to understand the evolution of form (Wake

2002). Thus, he was prepared to combine approaches at the earliest stages of his

career. He also was primed to notice the revolution in methods of studying genetic

variation promoted by colleagues at Chicago (Hubby, Lewontin, Throckmorton) in

the use of protein electrophoresis in the mid-1960s, and again at Berkeley when

evolutionary reasoning about molecules (using microcomplement fixation and

electrophoresis) and morphology by colleagues Maxson, Wilson and Sarich was

emerging (see, e.g., Wake et al. 1978; Maxson et al. 1979; Larson et al. 1981;

Maxson and Wake 1981). Wake’s evolution course at Berkeley in the mid-1970s

scrutinized arguments in Lewontin’s 1974 book, The Genetic Basis of Evolutionary
Change, on the role of electrophoresis evidence of genetic variation, as well as the

cladistic revolution in systematics following the publication of Hennig’s work in

English (1965, 1966).5

Like many morphologists, Wake had an uneasy relationship to the Modern

Synthesis (see Ghiselin 1980, 2006; Raff and Love 2004; Wake 2002). Morphology

and development were sidelined from some evolutionary discussions as population

genetics took hold of (or “hardened”) the synthetic theory; molecular evolution

challenged the synthetic theory’s emphasis on selection over drift and traditional

“evolutionary” systematics as championed by Mayr and Simpson. But Wake was

not a hostile critic of either the synthesis or molecular approaches. Instead, he

sought an integration of methods and concepts from the evolutionary synthesis

(chiefly the study of genetic variation relevant to development and speciation, the

analysis of form, and adaptive radiation), as well as from developmental biology

5 I was an undergraduate student in genetics at Berkeley (1973–1977). I took Wake’s evolution
course in 1975 or 1976 and an independent study course with Wake on Gould’s Ontogeny and
Phylogeny in 1977 to fulfill a requirement in biological diversity. Wake’s student, James Hanken,

was my TA. Lewontin’s book was required reading, Alan Wilson (my biochemistry teacher) was

making a splash with his innovative studies of rates of evolution, and Pere Alberch, my classmate

in embryology, was becoming an innovator in thinking about evolution and development. I arrived

at Chicago as a graduate student after Lewontin had left (I got his office on the 4th floor in the

Zoology building), but the electrophoresis and phylogenetics revolutions were still fresh in Lynn

Throckmorton’s teaching.
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and the new molecular and phylogenetic systematics. He was open to the value of

molecules both for phylogeny and as causal components of developmental mech-

anisms. The role of molecules in phylogenetics was especially salient to the

investigation of homoplasy.

In the twentieth century, new problem-based and tool-based specialties arose

(e.g., genetics; computer science, statistics) as the broad subject-based disciplines

(e.g., biology, geology, chemistry) continued to fragment.6 As they did, audiences

for scientific work segregated and recombined, leading to new alliances that could

attack research problems and serve as audiences in place of the disciplines that had

formed around broad categories of research subjects (physics, chemistry, biology,

psychology). These alliances and junctures provided new and different sorts of

contexts than either the specialties or disciplines had previously provided for

presenting, interpreting, and evaluating the significance of empirical findings and

development of concepts, methods, and theoretical models. Increasingly through

the century, intersections and alliances of researchers organized around platforms

for research systems that could be used to pursue many different research problems,

allowing those not sharing problems to still share subject matter in the restricted

sense of working with the same model system, share resources in an expanded sense

(including national computing and database infrastructure, federal funding agen-

cies, and society journals), and even to collaborate.

I have suggested that Wake held a remarkably constant commitment to integra-

tive approaches to understanding the evolution of animal form throughout his

career, from the 1960s to the present (Griesemer 2013). His audiences, however,

changed with the growth and development of the fields that were shaped, segre-

gated, and recombined over the past half-century, as did the tools, methods, and

concepts he used. Some of Wake’s research interests (e.g., morphological homo-

plasy) extend back to the beginnings of his career, but their value, salience, and

significance shifted with the changing array of specialties and junctures. Homo-

plasy was a concept recognized by nineteenth century biologists who were inter-

ested in the causes of similarity among different species and how similarities were

organized into patterns. Wake (1996, 2003) traces the concept of homoplasy back to

the nineteenth century and Richard Owen, who interpreted homology in terms of

archetypes or essential forms and homoplasy in terms of analogies due to shared

function, and the term to E. Ray Lankester. Its significance was transformed by

Darwin, who read homology as similarity produced by the process of descent from

a common ancestor and homoplasy as convergence. Natural selection, the main

cause of descent with modification, could produce homoplasy by causing organisms

in different lineages to converge on a common character serving similar adaptive

functions in similar environments. This view left open whether the developmental

mechanisms producing similar characters were themselves similar or disparate.

6 In biology, these were taxon-based disciplines (zoology, botany) with taxon-based specialties

(mammalogy, malacology, protozoology, phytology, or pteridology); see Gerson (1998). One

scientist’s problem is another scientist’s tool, so the distinction cannot be all that sharp.
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We can “periodize” Wake’s career in terms of conceptual (and methodological)

developments in the specialties that he sought to integrate, as these changed through

the decades, particularly systematics and developmental biology.7 These changes are

relevant to Wake’s continued advocacy of integrative biology in that the idiom most

suitable for expressing such a view changed with the times. Systematics witnessed a

cladistic “revolution” near the beginning of Wake’s career that had wide repercus-

sions for the practice of evolutionary morphology and systematics, not least because

it shed new light on concepts of homology and homoplasy and the relation between

natural selection and various structural constraints (genetic, developmental) in the

evolutionary process. Developmental biology was transformed by molecular studies

of gene expression and discoveries leading to the concept of a widely shared

“developmental toolkit” of pattern-forming genes in the 1980s–1990s.

In the 1960s, Wake drew on “evolutionary” taxonomy (see Hull 1988) to classify

salamander species, genera, and families, though with special attention to osteo-

logical and embryological features. Wake’s self-identified specialty in this period

was “evolutionary morphology” (e.g., Wake 1966, 1; cf. Wake 1982). His material

was exclusively morphological (i.e., not molecular). In the mid-1960s, “cladistics”

emerged as a new concept and methodology in systematics that was vigorously

debated and then established as a new specialty within systematics in the 1970s (see

Hull 1988). Numerical methods in systematics had been explored from a variety of

perspectives in the 1960s and spread alongside increasing access to mainframe

computing, which supported work with large data sets and complex evolutionary

relationships (see Felsenstein 2001, 2004). Phylogenetic systematics, as cladistic

methods applied to phylogenetic inference became known, offered new tools and

also a new audience for Wake. Cladistic inference using parsimony relied on

derived traits that are shared due to common ancestry (synapomorphies) to recon-

struct phylogenies. Homoplasious traits are shared and derived traits that are not
due to common ancestry. These were interpreted in the 1980s as noise in the data,

complicating phylogenetic analysis and inference (Wake 1996; Sanderson and

Hufford 1996; Eldredge and Cracraft 1980; Felsenstein 2004). Key concepts and

methods (such as congruence, concordance, and consistency) were constructed to

be mindful of the need to minimize the amount of homoplasy, or “ad hoc assump-

tions,” one had to assume for a given phylogenetic tree hypothesis. Additional

algorithms for phylogenetic inference (e.g., maximum likelihood, bootstrap, and

Bayesian methods) did not support the treatment of homoplasy as a mere difficulty

in such categorical terms: homoplasious characters are “noisier” than synapomor-

phies, but have phylogenetic significance (Sober 1988; Felsenstein 2004). As

alternative methods became available through the development and distribution

of computer software packages for phylogenetic inference (e.g., Hennig-86, PAUP,

MacClade, PHYLIP), cladistics emerged from the “Dark Ages” of the 1980s and

7 “Periodization” is a way of describing how embryologists model developmental processes by

dividing them into stages in order to express a narrative structure in terms of hypotheses of

developmental fate susceptible to empirical testing (Griesemer 1996). Here, I apply similar

reasoning in discussing conceptual development of the histories of biological specialties.
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the schism between cladists and statistical phylogeneticists began to heal in the

1990s (Felsenstein 2001). As a result, the character of the problem of homoplasy

also began to shift.

Treatment of homoplasy as a difficulty for phylogenetic inference arose in

molecular evolutionary studies as well during the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1970s,

molecules were sometimes pitted against morphology as a “better” or “more

reliable” approach to phylogeny reconstruction. However, homoplasy is even

more rampant in DNA sequence evolution because there are only four bases

(A, T, C, G), hence only three possible character state changes for any given

nucleotide position. Therefore, at the nucleotide level, mutation will cause many

convergences, parallelisms, and reversals.

Wake urged a “synthetic” or “integrative” approach to the morphological prob-

lem: use molecules to build phylogenies robust to the pitfalls of inference about

morphological evolution, such as rampant homoplasy, but also integrate evidence

from an increasingly molecular baseline for mechanistic inference about develop-

ment. Wake’s calls for integrative approaches were expressed variously across the

decades, in terms of different concepts to be integrated, depending on newly

forming alliances and junctures across the discipline-based specialties as these

shifted, segmented, and recombined.

In the 1970s, Wake used a combination of dynamical models and biomechanical

experiments to examine the hyoid skeletal architectures and their functional con-

sequences for extending the tongue to catch prey—“feeding mechanisms”—in

lungless Plethodontid salamanders (Lombard and Wake 1976, 1977; discussed in

Griesemer 2013). He also presented a lesson for functional morphologists on the

virtues of having a theoretical model as a basis for empirical hypothesis testing in

biomechanical performance experiments. In the 1980s, he argued for combining

comparative and experimental approaches, to integrate functional and evolutionary

morphology, while rejecting doctrinaire cladists’ “neutrality” on the evolutionary

significance of morphological characters (Wake 1982). Despite his critique of

cladistic philosophy, Wake used cladisticmethods to extend his work with Lombard

and others on the evolution of feeding mechanisms in the Plethodontids (Lombard

and Wake 1986).

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Wake argued that new perspectives from

structuralism were more effective than neo-Darwinism in treating problems of

organismal form and self-organization, and therefore should be “used concurrently”

with neo-Darwinism, which focuses on historically contingent population processes

(Wake and Larson 1987; Wake 1991). Later in the 1990s, with Neil Shubin, Wake

argued that, “Patterns of variation, when integrated with developmental biology,

inform about the relationships between morphological integration and homology”

(Shubin and Wake 1996, 51).8 In 2002, Wake argued for a combination of mecha-

nistic and historical biology for studies of “behavior, physiology, and development”

8 Shubin was a Miller post-doc at Berkeley and worked closely there with Wake. Shubin had been

a graduate student at Harvard, where he worked closely with Pere Alberch, one of Wake’s
students.
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to illuminate the limitations of adaptationist inferences in behavioral ecology and

evolutionary genetics (Autumn et al. 2002). Finally, another expression of Wake’s
message favoring integrative approaches emerged in a 2007 paper on the evolution of

webbed feet in Bolitoglossa. Wake argued that repeated evolution of morphological

characters cannot properly be given an adaptive explanation unless the inference is

considered in a wider context of morphological character evolution and particularly

with an understanding of developmental mechanisms (Jaekel and Wake 2007).

In each of these cases, the audience for the integration lesson is different. In the

1970s, it was functional morphologists who were urged to consider evolutionary

perspectives. In the 1980s, it was a lesson to both functional and evolutionary

morphologists and also to phylogenetic systematists on the importance of consid-

ering the evolution of form and function alongside phylogenetic inference using

characters as “data.” In the 1980s and 1990s, the targets were emergent philosoph-

ical perspectives such as structuralism and the need to combine them with

neo-Darwinism rather than oppose it. Through the 1990s and into the 2000s, the

lesson also was that evolutionary explanations, particularly adaptive ones, must be

combined with accounts of the developmental mechanisms capable of producing

the phenotypes subject to natural selection.

To Wake, homoplasy was a widespread phenomenon, not just a “difficulty” but
also a research problem whose causal explanation in terms of underlying biome-

chanical and developmental mechanisms was of central interest (see Wake 1996).

At about the same time Wake was writing papers explicitly arguing for (morpho-

logical) homoplasy as a research problem (e.g., Wake 1991, 1996), the phyloge-

netics community was beginning to view it as a research problem, as well as a

difficulty. For example, the language and treatment of homoplasy in Eldredge and

Cracraft 1980 (or any other cladistics text from about 1975–1985), where homo-

plasy is discussed as a complication and its use in phylogenetic inference as

potentially “ad hoc,” differs from that of Wiley et al. (1991), where homoplasy is

a feature of data discovered through phylogenetic analysis. In Sanderson and

Hufford (1996)—the first book devoted to homoplasy—it is treated as a phenom-

enon in its own right with implications for mechanistic and dynamical explanations

of phylogenetic data. This marks a key turning point in the relation between

phylogenetics, evolutionary morphology, and developmental biology. Homoplasy

arises as a “symptom” in phylogeny reconstruction to be explained as a comparative

pattern resulting from the operation of developmental and/or evolutionary

processes.

In the 1970s and 1980s, the role of molecular characters in phylogenetic

inference was debated as new tools in molecular biology became available to a

wider range of researchers than chemists and biochemists. Protein electrophoresis

technology allowed non-chemists to study molecular properties of proteins sampled

from biological populations, and evolutionists in particular to study molecular

variation within and among populations. DNA sequencing methods were developed

in the 1970s alongside the internet and internet-accessible databases.9 The

9As benchmark, note that the TCIP/IP internet protocol and GenBank both launched in 1982.
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automation and scaling-up of sequencing in the 1980s by means of various techni-

cal innovations (e.g., PCR, fluorescent dye methods), and application to the human

(and other genome) projects starting in 1990, allowed evolutionists to study vari-

ation at the lowest levels (nucleotides).

These technical changes proved valuable to systematics, facilitating phyloge-

netic reconstruction with molecular characters independent of the morphological

characters of evolutionary interest.10 The choice of molecular characters (e.g.,

nuclear vs. mitochondrial genes) could be made depending on the spans of evolu-

tionary time of interest. These developments in molecular biology also shed new

light on homoplasy, both because DNA exhibits abundant homoplasy (as explained

above) and because it clarified how problems and concepts of homoplasy and

homology depend on the hierarchical level(s) of description and mechanism. For

example, morphological traits of species with recent common ancestors could have

homoplasious DNA sequences expressed in trait development. Homoplasious traits

(such as in vertebrate and invertebrate visual systems) could involve developmental

mechanisms using shared sequences in the toolkit, exhibiting developmental

“homologies of process” but homoplasious or divergent morphologies and pheno-

types (Gilbert et al. 1996; Gilbert and Bolker 2001). As in phylogenetics, homo-

plasy became a phenomenon of interest rather than only a difficulty to be overcome.

It was a problem that had to be addressed on multiple hierarchical levels, which

meant that it represented a rich phenomenon of complex systems of potential

interest to just the sorts of specialties that were beginning to form the Evo-devo

juncture in the 1980s. Evolutionary biologists were becoming interested in devel-

opmental processes and mechanisms as potential alternative causes to adaptation

and the role of development as an obstacle to adaptationist thinking. Molecular

geneticists and developmental biologists were becoming interested in generalizing

results from studies of gene expression to developmental and phenotypic patterns of

wider representational scope. Phylogenetic systematists were becoming interested

in bringing molecules and morphology together in cladistic inference. And, finally,

population biologists were becoming interested in the interplay of selective mech-

anisms with developmental and genetic constraints (see Maynard Smith

et al. 1985).

Dividing Wake’s work into periods in this way is somewhat artificial. In his own

estimation, he has worked continually on central themes of his research program

from the beginning (Wake, pers. comm., June 7, 2012).

Since I began biological research I have been fascinated with morphological homoplasies,

especially the biological basis for their independent generation. Perhaps this fascination

developed because I chose to pursue evolutionary morphological and systematic studies of

a difficult group, relatively featureless salamanders. The most featureless were the most

difficult—clades that contained miniaturized species, clades that displayed general unifor-

mity despite being speciose and in which the few derived traits were distributed in

10 Not that molecular evolution per sewas uninteresting, but it is not especially germane to Wake’s
story or to the role of evolutionary morphology in Evo-devo other than by adding yet another

contrast between selection and alternative evolutionary mechanisms (drift).
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bewildering arrays, and clades that contained species displaying varying degrees of pae-

domorphosis. It was my studies of salamanders that first made clear to me that the study of

the causes of homoplasy requires a hierarchical approach. (Wake 1996, xxi)

Since many of Wake’s lessons were learned through work in the nascent Evo-devo

juncture before the 1980s and extend to the present, they contribute to integrating

developmental research results, concepts, and reasoning into evolutionary research

as well as informing research strategies in the expanding, distinctive Evo-devo

juncture itself.11

13.3 Model Organisms and Model Taxa: Exporting

Lessons Learned

Wake’s contributions to the emergence and conceptual development of Evo-devo

include lessons learned from his use of the Plethodontidae as a “model taxon” about

the concept of homoplasy and how to reason using integrative rather than research-

specialty-specific inference rules. To see this explicitly, we need to understand the

concept of a model taxon and how it differs from related notions of model organism

and experimental organism (Ankeny and Leonelli 2011).

13.3.1 Model Organisms

A distinctive feature of the history of biology in the twentieth century is the

expansion and eventual dominance of research based on model organisms rather

than a wide variety of taxa (Churchill 1997). This dominance did not mean that

other taxa were correspondingly neglected, although biological education and

research did trend toward teaching and learning about fewer and fewer species

and more and more about problems, principles, techniques, and applications

(Gerson 1998). It became concomitantly harder to gain funding for work on

“non-model” organisms in some specialties (Gilbert 2009). An increasing number

of taxa were used as experimental systems for research purposes during the

twentieth century, but only a few functioned as “model organisms” (Ankeny and

Leonelli 2011). Importantly, the problem agenda, tools and methods, infrastructure,

and institutions (conventional practices) of biological research became increasingly

11 It is important to emphasize that while I focus on David Wake, many colleagues, collaborators,

post-docs, and students have been involved, including: Jessica Bolker (New Hampshire and Shoals

Marine Laboratory), Allan Larson (Washington University), Neil Shubin (University of Chicago),

Stephen Stearns (Yale), Gerhard Roth (Bremen), and Marvalee Wake (Emerita Professor of

Integrative Biology, Berkeley), among others. Space does not permit a wider report on the spread

of Wake’s “salamander platform” to other investigators or research organizations.
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organized around experimental research systems, driven substantially by those

working on standardized model organisms as “platforms” for research.

Research problems in the twentieth century were increasingly identified by their

position in an analytical problem space (e.g., problems of form, physiology,

heredity, development, disease etiology, environment, evolution), rather than a

taxonomic problem space (what are frogs, fish, rodents, or primates; how do they

develop, function, evolve?). The modern “rationalization” of research fit into

broader patterns of change in the organization of twentieth century industrial and

office work, especially in the US (see Gerson 1998, 2007).

Some model organisms, such as rat and mouse among biomedical researchers or

worm and frog among animal developmental biologists, became organizing plat-

forms for vast research systems involving many laboratories in organizations

worldwide. From 1974 to 2003, more than 3,000 research organizations sponsored

work on model organisms (see Evans 2007); over 6,000 laboratories use the plant

model Arabidopsis thaliana (Leonelli 2007). During this history, research problems

were slowly adjusted to fit the models as much as the models were chosen to fit the

problems (Burian 1993), a sign that models are functioning as platforms in a system

of research rather than merely as exemplars. Some models (e.g., Caenorhabditis
elegans, A. thaliana, and Danio rerio), were developed explicitly as platforms for a

wide variety of research problems from several disciplines using tools and methods

that were becoming widely shared, in part through the construction of community

“infrastructure” (e.g., genome sequencing and information dissemination and shar-

ing through online databases), rather than being developed as experimental organ-

isms for their suitability to a particular problem or phenomenon (Ankeny and

Leonelli 2011). Research on diverse taxa, such as in evolutionary and systematic

biology (and more recently ecology), came to depend on the problems, tools, and

infrastructure built for the model systems. For example, one had to use genes

sequenced in model organisms as reagents, tools, or information applicable across

the phylogenetic spectrum for genetic, developmental, evolutionary, or biomedical

research. Very recently, the range and distribution of model organisms has allowed

yet another shift of procedure: choosing the “right” model organism for the job

(problem, phenomenon of interest to study) rather than developing or repurposing a

model organism as an experimental system from scratch (Metscher and Ahlberg

1999; see also Burian 1993).

The successful expansion of research systems built on model organism platforms

has fostered a tendency, however, to adopt a narrow sense of what counts as a model

organism, which constrains and confines historical and philosophical understanding

of “modern” biology in general and the origins of inter-disciplinary “junctures”

such as Evo-devo in particular. This narrow perspective leaves little conceptual

room for the contributions of fields such as evolutionary morphology, which have

not generally focused on model organisms as research subjects, except recently as

sources of molecular data or “results” imported for comparative purposes (see Love

2003, 2006; Love and Raff 2003).

In fact, “model organism” has a much wider variety of meanings than the

13 model organisms listed on the NIH web page, “Model Organisms for Biomedical
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Research” (National Institute of Health n.d.). The NIH 13 include: two mammalian

models (mouse, rat), ten “non-mammalian models” (two yeast, one fungus, one

amoeba, one round worm, one flea, one fruit fly, one fish, one frog, and one

chicken), and one “other” (the plant, Arabidopsis thaliana). The current trend of

“model organism” research has led to bandwagon effects (Fujimura 1996), driving

a shift toward a wider meaning of “model organism” as any use of an experimental

organism that is exemplary of a phenomenon of interest and studied using tools and

results derived from the NIH 13, regardless of how widespread the phenomenon is

or how relevant to biomedicine or other application.

13.3.2 Representational Scope and Target, Payoffs,
and Exports

Ankeny and Leonelli (2011) have instructively framed discussion of the character,

status, and history of model-organism based biological research, in contrast to the

wider class of experimental-organism based research, in terms of the representa-

tional scope and representational target of a model, together with considerations of

the goals of researchers.12 They characterize experimental organisms as chosen

largely to pursue the investigation of a particular phenomenon (the target) with the

expectation that results may have varying scope. Results may not generalize widely

and be quite specific to the experimental organism or species from which it was

established. They may generalize to a somewhat wider taxonomic group, such as

the family, class, order, or kingdom to which the species belongs. Or, researchers

may only be interested in generalizing to a particular other species such as Homo
sapiens, as in much biomedical research using experimental “proxies” or surrogates

for humans, human organs, or human diseases. In contrast, model organisms target

the “organism as a whole,” to achieve “complete knowledge of the fundamental

processes at work in these organisms, including the molecular, cellular, and devel-

opmental processes” (Ankeny and Leonelli 2011, 317). The wide generalizability

of results obtained in work on model organisms, according to Ankeny and Leonelli,

is due to their basis in “genetic conservation” (2011, 316); i.e., in the genetic

properties or mechanisms expected or assumed to be universal or widespread.

Results from model organisms are therefore intended or expected to generalize to

many or all species.

We should resolve two different senses of generality and generalization implicit

in the idea of representational scope. Non-evolutionary biologists sometimes take

generalization to all taxa, all life on Earth, or all life to be more or less synonymous

with “universal.” Monod’s famous dictum—“Anything that is true of E. coli must

be true for elephants”—was not taken as a claim of precise phylogenetic scope

about either the paraphyletic group consisting of bacteria plus Elephantidae or

12 See also Bolker (2009) for a distinction between exemplars and surrogates.
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about the monophyletic clade that spans both, but rather about what Monod

believed would turn out to be “universal” features, discovered in bacteria and

generalizable to any arbitrarily chosen other species, such as “the elephant.”

Species and (monophyletic) clades are historical individuals (Ghiselin 1997) over

which the distribution of molecular properties and phenomena Monod discussed is

contingent. Generalizations over contingent distributions—even wide ones—are

not “law-like” in virtue of wide representational scope (see Waters 1998). Argu-

ably, Monod’s quip was meant and taken in quite a different way, as an expression

of underlying “law-like” discoveries regarding the operation of fundamental mech-

anisms, even if its instantiations happen to be (currently) limited to a contingent

distribution of life on Earth.13 Therefore, generalizing “results” from research using

a model organism to a wider representational “scope” should consider explicitly

whether the generalization concerns a contingent distribution over taxa or poten-

tially fundamental or universal distribution over processes, functions, or

mechanisms.14

Ankeny and Leonelli (2011) draw a further contrast between experimental and

model organisms in terms of the goals of research. They claim that in seeking

integrative models of the “whole organism,” communities of model organism

researchers hold a shared epistemic goal to use “a variety of disciplinary

approaches, with the long-term hope of contributing to large-scale comparative

work across these organisms” (316, italics added). Experimental organism work per
se seems generally or typically not to aspire to disciplinary integration of this kind,

although that is surely specialty and practice specific. Ankeny and Leonelli argue

that the current trend toward a broadly expanded use of the term ‘model organism,’
to mean more or less any experimental use of an organism as a model system with

which to study a particular phenomenon, should be resisted as muddying our

understanding of what is distinctive about model-organism based research and

why it has proved successful.

They also recognize that for only a few model organisms developed after usage
of the term had spread throughout the biological community, such as C. elegans,
A. thaliana, and D. rerio, does there seem to be an explicit effort to “gather

resources and build infrastructure” for the sake of integrating a range of disciplinary
approaches. In many more cases, such as mouse, rat, fruit fly, sea urchin, and

leopard frog, an organism of convenience, or one thought exemplary for a particular

phenomenon or problem, was chosen as the right (or at least as a suitable) exper-
imental organism for a particular research job (problem or phenomenon of interest).

13 Contingent distributions over all life on Earth would turn out to be fundamental if those patterns

would appear again if “life’s tape” were rewound and replayed (see Gould 1989).
14 This distinction is similar to the one made by Gerson (2007) between part-whole and instance-

kind relations. Gerson argues that there was a general shift in twentieth century biology from the

former to the latter, and that this helps explain why certain specialties were excluded from the

evolutionary synthesis, which emerged as an instance-kind sort of field, and why specialties that

formed the Evo-devo juncture were all or mostly part-whole specialties. See also Winther (2006)

on “compositional” biology.
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A select few experimental organisms, notably mouse and fruitfly, were then devel-

oped into research “platforms” for inter- or multidisciplinary research through

standardization of strains, protocols, practices, and infrastructure.

A model taxon is a collection of species, intended to be a monophyletic clade,

whose uses also can be described in terms of representational scope and represen-

tational targets. Model taxa contrast with both experimental and model organisms

as salient models in the ways characterized by Ankeny and Leonelli, and in other

ways as well. Consider a third dimension—additional to scope and target—that I

will call payoff and a third sense of generalization beyond “taxa” and “universal

properties, principles, or propositions” that I will call export.

13.3.3 Export—A Third Notion of Generalization

Some generalizations are better characterized as “exports”—applications or claims

of applicability, on the basis of local success with a particular system studied, to

some other particular, local system (or instantiation). Exportable “results” are more

“general” than non-exportable ones. Monod’s quip, read literally, exports results

from one species (E. coli) to another vaguely identified historical individual (the

family Elephantidae or some one of its few living species). The contrast of

representational “exports” to taxonomically general “representational scope” is

not sharp due to continuing ontological confusion and controversy regarding the

nature of species, clades, and named taxonomic groups (see Ghiselin 1997), but my

sense is that molecular biologists often generalize over taxa as though these were

more or less over instances to kinds. The procedure looks more or less like

generalization in physics for the sake of finding law-like or fundamental relation-

ships, or at least for discovery of mechanisms of wide applicability. I use “export”

to signal application of a result from one historical individual research subject to

another (or a lesson from one research specialty to another) without necessarily

supposing that generalization takes some class of individuals as its representational
scope. The point of introducing the concept of “export” is to characterize how a

methodological lesson learned studying a model used in one specialty and applied

to studies of another model by a different specialty can work to shape and effect

conceptual change in junctures involving both specialties, such as Wake’s contri-
butions to Evo-devo, exporting lessons learned from salamanders to inference rules

applied in studies of, say, fruit flies, mice, or fish.

13.3.4 Lessons Learned Can Become Exportable Payoffs

Moreover, there is a third representational dimension—“payoff”—that is as salient

to the uses of model systems as representational scope and target. This third

dimension is what I have been considering under the label of representational or
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exemplary “lessons.” Lessons, like results, are payoffs of the labor of research, but

even harder won than any empirical result. In many cases, it is the lesson rather than

the particular empirical result that is of interest beyond a narrow circle of special-

ists. Ankeny and Leonelli, and many of the scientists committed to model organ-

isms, talk of the generalization of “results,” whereas I consider procedural or

inference-rule “lessons” as different sorts of “payoffs” to be exported or general-

ized. An exportable, procedural or inference lesson (payoff “moral”) might be

something like, ‘plot developmental characters to be studied on a robust phylogeny

before choosing a model organism that is “right” for the job of explaining their

development’ (cf. Metscher and Ahlberg 1999), or simply “phylogeny matters”

as much to developmental explanation as it does to evolutionary explanation

(Wake 2009).

Lessons can be exported to or imported from research specialties in a variety of

patterns, but here I focus on a few examples that concern specialties contributing to

the Evo-devo juncture. Lessons can be exported into or out of the juncture or among

specialties contributing to it. Wake et al. (1991) discussed contributions of devel-

opmental biology to evolutionary biology and conversely, as well as integrative

contributions to the juncture (which they interpreted as an emergent discipline).

These modes of export and import are not sharp or easily discernable in practice,

since it is difficult to partition scientific research into well-defined specialties

distinct from scientific practices “within” junctures like Evo-devo.

One kind of inference-rule in junctures like Evo-devo pertains to lessons one

contributing specialty seeks to impose on work within the juncture. For example, a

lesson contributed from developmental genetics about Evo-devo inference might be

that evolution is more likely to be driven by cis-regulatory network change than by

structural gene mutations (Davidson 2001). These lessons often function as obsta-

cles to inference another specialty took as valid according to their own disciplinary

practice. Davidson’s rule blocks evolutionary explanations appealing only to

sequence changes because these are claimed to be relatively rare drivers of evolution

(or developmental evolution). Another example of a rule that works as a roadblock to

inference is Hall’s evolutionary rule that “loss of adult organs does not imply loss of

the developmental potential to form those organs” (Hall 2000, 177).

Sometimes, a lesson about procedure or inference rules can be imported from

work in a juncture by researchers drawing a lesson for their own (or a third)

specialty, such as an inference rule about adaptation drawn from studies of devel-

opment in the Evo-devo juncture. Wake draws such an inference about adaptive

explanations of trait change as a result of his work on the evolution of digit number

in amphibians in the Evo-devo juncture (e.g., Autumn et al. 2002), which he applies

to challenge adaptive inference by behavioral ecologists and evolutionary geneti-

cists. The roadblock is that evolutionary convergence on a derived character state,

such as a reduced number of digits in frog or salamander species not sharing recent

common ancestors, cannot automatically be taken as evidence for adaptive evolu-

tion unless a history plus developmental mechanism hypothesis is ruled out first.

The rule that developmental constraints together with homoplasy (e.g., independent

evolutionary loss of ancestral adult characters) can simulate adaptive convergence
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appears to be a universal roadblock to direct inferences from pan-adaptationist

premises or genetic arguments that have been adopted within some specialties in

evolutionary biology.

13.3.5 Packages of Problems and Phenomena

A key role for model taxa is to apply lessons learned about methodology and

reasoning regarding a particular class of “results” for which model-taxon based

research is especially suited: comparative studies, across many species, of variant

modes of integration, of multiple mechanisms, to jointly “solve” a package of

problems.15 Each species in the model taxon integrates a set of (evolved, develop-

mentally constrained, inherited) mechanisms from the full range of phenomena

characteristic of the clades to which it belongs. “Organisms are integrated systems

showing complicated couplings that limit and bias the kinds and directions of trait

evolution” (Roth and Wake 1989, quoted in Wake 1996).

Research problems of interest to scientists can be viewed independently of one

another. Thus, research involves picking and choosing among those species which

can serve as suitable experimental organisms or else choosing among those model

organisms that best suit the problem. Additionally, scientists can view their

research problems as “packaged” in varying ways by each species of a clade

because “each species is ‘an experiment in nature’” (see M. Wake, Chap. 18, this

volume). If their research strategy is integrative, scientists are likely to be interested

not only in how a variety of particular phenomena are distributed across taxa, but

also how the phenomena are packaged into articulated collections and how the

packages are distributed. Species of a clade may vary in the mechanisms through

which its member organisms develop form, and thus package the mechanisms that

underpin how each solves its package of problems. Model taxa are chosen,

designed, and constructed to support the comparative study of species, as represen-

tations of particular integrative solutions to packages of problems, across variation
in packages of phenomena. Comparative research on integration of phenomena and

mechanisms is likely to reveal limitations of work with single model organisms

because the former project inherently concerns variation in the phenomena and

mechanisms studied by the latter.

Ankeny and Leonelli contrast the pursuit of single phenomena using an exper-

imental organism (which might be a model organism) with pursuit of whole

15Here I am using “problem” in yet a third way (cf. footnote 1). ‘Problem’ here refers to some

environmental “challenge” “solved” by organisms. This is the sense of the term ‘problem’ that
Lewontin (1978) and Gould and Lewontin (1979) found fault with in their critique of

adaptationism. Organisms or species do not “solve” “problems” “posed” by “the environment,”

according to their critique. It would take me too far afield to address this criticism by constructing a

fully adequate set of terms to talk about “problems.” So, I commit their adaptationist fallacy on this

occasion for the sake of convenience.
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organisms integrating, as it were, all their phenomena. When Thomas Hunt Morgan

chose to “adopt” Drosophila melanogaster (literally, off the window sill) as an

experimental organism of convenience to teach about and study hereditary trans-

mission, he was developing the fly into an experimental (and teaching) organism

(see Allen 1975). But “the fruit fly” transitioned from an experimental to a model

organism to a platform for a model system as the Morgan lab (and others) formed a

community around the exchange of flies and standardization of both flies and

protocols for working with them, developed specific strains to use as materials

for investigating a growing range of phenomena, and established a communication

network through the Drosophila Information Service (Kohler 1994).

The contrast of single-phenomenon targets (represented by experimental organ-

isms) with full-array phenomena targets (represented by whole, integrated model

organisms) specifies the ends of a continuum in the “packaging” of phenomena.

Packaging is partly a matter of concern to the organisms of each particular species

chosen as a research subject because they must (or tend to) function as integrated

wholes if they are to survive and reproduce. Packaging is also partly a matter of the

interests in co-variation of phenomena by the researchers who study them. When

Mendel studied seven segregating factors in the development of pea hybrids, he was

not studying the whole integrated genetic (let alone biological) system of Pisum
sativum, but rather picking out a “package” of traits and factors of interest for his

purposes. The peas had much more inclusive packages to manage in their repro-

duction, development, and survival.

While making the full array of phenomena of an experimental organism avail-
able for study by turning it into a model organism that can serve as a platform for

research, scientists cannot typically keep the full package of phenomena of a

“whole organism” in mind when pursuing research problems of interest to them.

That would be akin to making and using a totally accurate map, which would have

to be as large and unwieldy as the terrain mapped. Practical mapmakers must focus

attention on representing a few features of interest in a map intended to be used for a

small range of purposes. It is no less important for scientists to restrict their

empirical research interests to at most small packages of a few phenomena and

problems at a time. Hence the intention to use a model organism to represent the
whole organism package amounts to the hubris of total representational accuracy,

or of the intention that the model organism should serve as a platform for open-
ended and as yet unspecified research by many investigators, with many different

interests. Packages of phenomena and research problems in model systems fill the

continuum from the single-minded pursuit of a particular phenomenon as represen-

tational target (e.g., non-disjunction of chromosomes in Drosophila melanogaster)
up to the (pipe dream of) total representation of fully integrated whole organisms as

a Peircean ideal.

Use of the term “model organism” as the sole element of the contrast class to

“experimental organism” with regard to the range of representational targets,

underemphasizes the crucial distinction between the use of an experimental organ-

ism as a material basis for empirical investigation in a particular laboratory setting

(see Griesemer and Wade 1988; Griesemer and Yamashita 2005) and its use as a
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platform for a research system worked on by a community (Gerson pers. comm.;

cf. Evans et al. 2006 for a different context). “Platform” is a useful term, getting at

the material, system, and infrastructural aspects of research more than at the

problem- or phenomenon-specific choice and use of an experimental organism as

the “right organism or tool for the job” (Clarke and Fujimura 1992; Burian 1993).

To sum up, we have several senses of generalization appropriate for character-

izing representational scope: taxonomic scope, universals or kinds (property, pro-

cess, or proposition), and applicability or exportability directly to other local
situations. We also have two senses of representational target: phenomena or

problems, which come in packages ranging from single phenomena up to “whole

organisms,” but most typically workable packages that can be managed by

researchers and their laboratories limited by time, money, skill, sentiment, and

background knowledge (Gerson 1976). Finally, we have a distinction between

(non-exclusive) roles of a model system as exemplary of phenomena or as a

platform for research. With these distinctions in mind, I turn to Wake’s use of

salamander clades as model taxa in addition to model organisms and other kinds of

experimental systems to show how model taxa have played their part in the

historical emergence of Evo-devo as a “juncture” (Gerson 2007; Chap. 20, this

volume) of biological research specialties.

13.4 Lessons Learned: Integrating Evolution,

Development, and Phylogeny to Understand Packages

of Phenomena Across Species of Salamander

Model Taxa

Above, I periodized Wake’s research according to some conceptual developments

in other specialties with which Wake’s own specialty of evolutionary morphology

intersected in the course of his development of the salamander “system.” Here I

consider Wake’s integrative research projects more specifically and periodize them

according to the research problems and phenomenon packages salient to the

emergence of Evo-devo in the 1980s. My focus is on three types of publication:

(1) empirical work that establishes a baseline for the use of salamanders as a

platform for a variety of research problems; (2) empirical results on specific suites

of research problems derived from studying patterns of variation in packages of

phenomena across multiple species, using approaches that integrate concepts and

combine methods from several specialties; and, (3) benchmark reviews that sum-

marize collections of empirical results and afford comparative interpretations that

support “lessons” suitable for export to other specialties or junctures.16

16Wake’s publication list up to 2012 has been extremely useful as an aid to building my narrative

(Wake n.d.). Given the immensity of Wake’s oeuvre, I can only sample a few representative works

and must ignore his work on a variety of interrelated topics, such as global biodiversity.
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In the 1960s, Wake’s research was centered on the integration of comparative

anatomy and systematics into evolutionary morphology. His 1966 dissertation

established a baseline of osteological information for the family Plethodontidae—

comparable to working out linkage maps for Drosophila melanogaster chromo-

somes in its empirical, technical, and conceptual significance for the use of sala-

manders as a platform for a variety of research projects. To a lesser extent, Wake

also pursued questions of functional morphology in this early period.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Wake began joint work with his student, Eric

Lombard, exploring protrusible vs. projectile tongue projection methods (Wake and

Lombard 1971; Lombard and Wake 1976, 1977; cf. Griesemer 2013), and with

his student John Lynch on the distribution of salamanders in the new world tropics.

Wake and Lynch (1976) established baseline information on the distribution and

ecology of the tropical plethodontids. Wake also began collaborations with students

(e.g., Julie Feder and Allan Larson) and colleagues (Linda Maxson, Richard

Heighton) on genetic variation in salamanders, partly with an eye toward investi-

gating the role of microevolutionary processes in producing morphological patterns

of macroevolutionary change (Larson et al. 1981).

In 1978, Wake reviewed Gould’s 1977 book, Ontogeny and Phylogeny, which
he read with student Pere Alberch and colleague George Oster (Wake 1978, 1998).

Their joint paper with Gould (Alberch et al. 1979) formalized Gould’s “clock

model” of heterochrony. This, together with prior work in Wake’s laboratory and

the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, set Alberch on the path to a series of papers

“integrating ontogeny and adaptation” through a combination of comparative,

experimental, and mathematical modeling methods (Alberch 1981, 84;

cf. Alberch 1980, 1982, 1989; Alberch and Alberch 1981; Alberch and Gale

1983, 1985; Alberch and Blanco 1996). Alberch also urged Lewis Wolpert and

Gould to organize a meeting on development and evolution, which eventuated in

the Dahlem conference of 1981, organized by John Bonner, Wolpert, Oster, and

Silke Bernhard (Alberch to Wake, letter, July 8, 1978; see Wake, Chap. 5, this

volume).

In all this work prior to the 1981 Dahlem conference, Wake established baseline

morphological information on the Plethodontids, including the large neo-tropical

genus Bolitoglossa, and on many other salamander species and clades for research

on problems of the evolution of form. An example of the latter is the North

American tribe Plethodontini, with two true terrestrial genera lacking larval stages

(Ensatina and Plethodon) and one genus, Aneides, which includes morphologically

adapted arboreal species (Larson et al. 1981). Wake also established baseline

natural history, ecology, and geographic distribution information on the tropical

salamanders pertinent to questions of the role of natural selection and developmen-

tal processes causing the key innovations involved in the tropical radiation into

arboreal habitats in this mostly temperate, terrestrial group. Finally, Wake began

work on genetic (protein) variation in an attempt to understand how to integrate

studies of micro- and macroevolution, about which controversy raged around 1980.

Together with his students and colleagues, Wake identified two packages of

phenomena in the 1970s and early 1980s that became significant units of study in
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the salamander system for research problems in the Evo-devo juncture that are

comparable to the linkage groups and chromosomes of Drosophila melanogaster.
For convenience, I will label these using the names of important collaborators:

(i) “Alberch’s package” of autopod (hand and foot) phenomena—variation in the

bones of the mesopodium (wrist and ankle), digits, and inter-digital webbing, and

body size; and, (ii) “Lombard’s package” of tongue and hyoid skeletal bones

together with variations in biomechanical function. In a similar but more extended

timeframe, a third package emerged: (iii) “Sessions-Larson-Hanken-Roth’s pack-
age”: salamanders tend to have large genomes, large cells, few cells, long cell cycle

times, long cell migration times in development, and many have miniature body

size and simplified brain structure. (Sessions and Larson worked on genome size

and developmental rate, e.g., Sessions and Larson 1987; Hanken worked on min-

iaturization, especially in Thorius, e.g., Hanken 1982, 1983; Hanken and Wake

1993, 1998; Roth worked on cell and brain size, e.g., Roth and Wake 1983, 1985;

Roth et al. 1984, 1994, and papers up through about 2001.)17 Work on these

packages yielded not only empirical results that could be held up as exemplary

for phenomena of morphological and molecular evolution across the vertebrates;

many of the papers cited already offer such generalizations. They also supported

lessons learned from integrative approaches to the salamander model taxon (and its

sub-models, such as the Plethodontini, Plethodontidae, and Bolitoglossa). These
lessons were typically presented in review papers that serve as yet a third set of

benchmarks by which to periodize the history of Wake’s research program.

A representative sampling of key review papers needed to track Wake’s contri-
butions to Evo-devo includes the following. Wake (1982), in Perspectives on
Biology and Medicine, reviewed the state of functional and evolutionary morphol-

ogy and applauded its re-emergence as a significant and vibrant area after several

decades of subservience to medical school training in comparative anatomy.

Maderson et al. (1982) is the group report from the 1981 Dahlem conference

entitled “The Role of Development in Macroevolutionary Change.” One of its

themes is to rebalance the role of law-like, mechanistic, or structuralist thinking

through the study of development in evolutionary biology after a period of empha-

sis on contingent, historical factors following the Modern Synthesis of the 1940s–

1970s. Wake and Larson (1987) reviewed empirical results from the investigation

of several packages of phenomena or units of study from the salamander system,

including: paedomorphic evolution of the premaxilla bones in Plethodontids, the

Alberch package, the Larson package, and some aspects of the relation of micro- to

macroevolution that derived from work on genetic variation in relation to morpho-

logical change among salamander species (see, e.g., Parra-Olea et al. 2004).

Wake (1991), in American Naturalist, is perhaps the most illustrative review

essay with regard to exportable lessons learned about homoplasy from the sala-

mander system. The general lesson is that “Homoplasy complicates phylogenetic

17 This is not intended as a complete list of significant packages of phenomena developed in the

Wake Lab, but only a description of some that were particularly relevant to Evo-devo work.
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analysis enormously, but at the same time it enriches our appreciation for the

diversity of evolutionary processes” (564). The argument flows from a consider-

ation of the packages mentioned above, with special attention to how developmen-

tal constraints temper adaptive explanation. The essay begins with Wake’s
methodological lesson (repeated from Wake and Larson 1987) that: “an under-

standing of the evolution of biological form—morphology—was unlikely unless

one combined two distinct and independent approaches: neo-Darwinian function-

alism and biological structuralism, in the context of rigorous phylogenetic analysis”

(1987, 543). The argument is that convergence and other “non-divergent” modes of

evolution cannot by themselves constitute evidence of the operation of natural

selection; “alternatives must always be considered.”

Autumn et al. (2002), in The Quarterly Review of Biology, single out the

example of amphibian digit loss, comparing salamanders (which tend to lose toe

number 5 as they evolve to smaller size) and frogs (which tend to lose toe number

1). Although reduction in digits can be adaptive (e.g., in the evolution of bird

wings), it is mainly due to correlated effects of miniaturization in these amphibians.

The lesson aimed at adaptationist explanation is stated clearly (and even with a

sense of exasperation). In Wake’s example and those discussed by co-authors:

there was a synergy between mechanistic and historical biology that led to discoveries that

would have been impossible without this approach. We believe that this integrative

approach will advance the field of evolutionary biology more rapidly than an approach

targeted solely at fitness and local adaptation because more information is used to reach

conclusions, and because conclusions will be easily testable. Biologists should not be

threatened by the opportunity to use new tools (e.g., new phylogenetic comparative

methods. . .) to answer mechanistic questions, while at the same time increasing the

strength of their evolutionary conclusions. The most interesting questions are generally

the ones that involve complex systems. Such systems, however, do not lend themselves to

easy answers based on thought experiments. Conclusions made without knowledge of the

causal linkage among the parts of a complex integrated system are untestable and are likely

to be false. Even if researchers are mechanistically oriented so that evolutionary questions

do not interest them, phylogenetic methods may be necessary to make valid comparisons

among species. Even if researchers are interested in adaptation and not in mechanism,

understanding of mechanism may be necessary to reach a robust and rigorous answer.

(2002, 405)

Finally, a key review paper, Wake (2009), in Annual Review of Ecology and
Systematics, formulated an extensive list of lessons from the full range of Wake’s
research: “General evolutionary messages from studies of salamanders” (2009,

336). The essay’s title sums up the sense that the point of developing the salaman-

ders as a taxon focus or model taxon, beyond understanding these creatures, has

been to present a series of lessons both empirical and conceptual/methodological:

“What Salamanders Have Taught Us About Evolution.” The general lesson of the

integrative approaches needed to understand the variety, evolution, and develop-

ment of complex packages of morphological phenomena is that: “An integrated,

hierarchically organized, multidimensional program of research on a taxon illumi-

nates many general principles and processes” (2009, 333).
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13.5 Conclusion: Lessons Learned

Understanding Wake’s views on any Evo-devo topic like the significance of

homoplasy requires that we examine his combinations of approaches to the sala-

mander model platform and system. Wake’s research often combined heterochrony

(evolutionary shifts in the timing of developmental events and processes), homo-

plasy, homology, phylogenetic inference, developmental constraints on the evolu-

tion of form, genetic variation, key innovations, and adaptive radiation into new

niches, not to mention speciation, adaptation, and geographic distribution. Wake

argued throughout his career, including in general discussions of Evo-devo (e.g.,

Wake et al. 1991), that these phenomena are deeply entwined, so research problems

regarding them are best addressed jointly. I have focused on homoplasy only

because it illustrates the role of salamanders, especially the Plethodontidae, and

Bolitoglossa as model taxa. Without the combination of a taxon focus and desire for

integrative approaches, Wake likely would not have made such substantial contri-

butions to Evo-devo in terms of lessons, concepts, empirical results, and students

able to replicate, extend, and vary implementations of the salamander system of

research.

It would take us far beyond the scope of this broadly historical and philosophical

essay on the integrative character of Wake’s research program to report and analyze

the details of empirical methods and studies through whichWake reached particular

results informing these lessons for Evo-devo (but see Griesemer 2013 on the

projectile tongue studies). Key recent examples include his analysis of the derived,

homoplastic trait of highly webbed feet in the species of the genus Bolitoglossa
(Jaekel and Wake 2007). In only one species in one outgroup from the seven genera

and four families studied was there evidence that webbing is adaptive (as shown

from a mathematical model of allometry). For all the others, constraints on size

resulting from paedomorphic development cause juvenile webbing to be retained in

the adults. It is remarkable how productive the “Alberch package”—identified

around 1978—has been, not only to continue extracting important empirical results

but also in exporting inference lessons about phenomena of fundamental impor-

tance to Evo-devo.

The repeated evolution of a morphological character in particular has been used to infer

adaptive processes. Our results show that this inference may not be robust for individual

traits but needs to be considered in a wider context of morphological characters. We

conclude that without understanding the developmental mechanisms underlying character

evolution it will remain difficult to infer process from pattern. (2007, 20441)

Now, in a sense, drawing lessons from empirical work is neither surprising, nor

new, nor exclusive to work with model taxa. It is what anyone does in trying to

argue that one’s work carries significance beyond the scope of the study at hand. In
Wake’s case, however, the lessons are directed not only at empirical generalization

by displaying salience across wide representational scope, nor only at empirical

relevance beyond the immediate representational target phenomenon to other

phenomena. Wake has consistently argued that, for understanding the evolution
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of complex forms, the approach must be integrative across specialties or else

specialists working in isolation are unlikely to succeed due to failures of inference.

The salamander biologist’s lessons for Evo-devo show how to prevent inference

failures by sharpening up the rules of inference that work in the juncture between

evolution, development, and phylogeny, provided those working in the Evo-devo

juncture also view their work as integrative, pioneering an as yet uncharted,

emergent, inter-disciplinary space, rather than as separate contributions from a

variety of specialties answering only to the logic of their own disciplines.
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